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euNetworks Supports Kaia Global Networks Limited with 
European Backbone 

 
London, UNITED KINGDOM – 4 June 2014 – euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 

5VT.SI), Europe’s bandwidth infrastructure provider, today announced it has expanded 

its relationship with Kaia Global Networks Limited (‘Kaia Global’), a specialised European 

network service provider.  

euNetworks has been working with Kaia Global since 2013, delivering multiple 

Wavelengths and Fibre connecting all major European cities. More recently, Kaia selected 

euNetworks to deliver further capacity on their European network with multi-year 

agreements in place.  

Kaia Global’s early success came from building a network that was reliable, with the low 

latency performance needed to service a large community of latency sensitive 

consumers. Since then the business has expanded its served customer base, and today 

delivers its networking services to a number of different and growing segments. Kaia’s 

service portfolio includes Global IP Transit, Layer2 transport and managed services, 

including colocation and backbone connectivity.  

“Our customers’ connectivity needs continue to grow, driving us to invest further in our 

long haul backbone network across Europe,” said Andy O’Meany, Managing Director of 

Kaia Global Networks. “It is imperative to us that we maintain the performance and 

experience our customers selected us to deliver. euNetworks has been able to provide us 

with both the long haul bandwidth and the option to further scale in line with our 

customers’ demands, which is vital as we future proof our infrastructure. The technical 

expertise and flexibility we receive from euNetworks is invaluable as we continue to 

expand.”  

“We are delighted to be working closely with Kaia Global Network, having become one of 

their infrastructure providers across Europe,” said Kevin Dean, Chief Marketing Officer of 

euNetworks. “We understand the ever-growing demands on their network as bandwidth 

demand continues to rise with their customer’s consumption, and look forward to a long 

relationship with Kaia Global, supporting them across the region.” 

 

About euNetworks 

euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 5VT:SI) is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning 

and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high 

capacity intercity backbone covering 38 cities in 9 countries. The Company offers a 

portfolio of metropolitan and long haul services including Colocation, Dark Fibre, Metro 

Wavelengths, Wavelengths, Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier customer’s 

benefit from euNetworks’ unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are 

tailored to fulfil their high bandwidth needs.  

euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com. 

http://www.eunetworks.com/
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euNetworks Investor and Press Contact: 

 
Hannah Fox | Marketing Director | euNetworks  
15 Worship Street | London EC2A 2DT 
hannah.fox@eunetworks.com  email | hannah_britt skype 
+44 20 7952 1338 office | +44 7717 896 446 mobile 
 

About Kaia Global Networks Limited 

Kaia Global Networks is a renowned International Telecoms services provider of Global IP 

Transit, Remote Peering, Layer2 connectivity and Colocation. It operates its own network 

with a footprint that reaches across all the main cities in Europe, North America and the 

APAC region. Always following Best Practice, Kaia Global Networks provide their services 

over an international MPLS network utilising some of the lowest latency routes available. 

Their network provides a fast, secure and reliable platform designed and maintained to 

guarantee the best possible customer experience. 

Kaia Global Networks Sales and Press Contact: 

 
Clive Stone | Sales and Marketing | Kaia Global Networks Ltd  
12 Corporation Street, High Wycombe | HP13 6TQ 
clive.stone@kaiaglobal.com  email | clive-stone85 skype 
+44 14 9437 0012 office  
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